Bengalis' Bodies Found

DACCA—The Bangladesh news agency reported yesterday that the remains of thousands of people massacred by the Pakistan Army have been found in the southern district of Khulna.

Government officials discovered mass graves and a warehouse containing the bones of victims, the news agency said.

It quoted officials as estimating the death toll in the district at 100,000 during the civil war that began last March and ended in December when the Indian Army intervened and drove the Pakistani Army from this former province of East Pakistan.

Meanwhile, President Zulfikar Ali Bhutto of Pakistan has assured World Bank President Robert S. McNamara that for alien investment in his country would remain untouched in Pakistan's program of taking over management of large private firms, informed sources said.

McNamara met Bhutto and his economic advisers after arriving in Ronalpindi for a 30-hour visit.

In another development, the Pakistani army accused Indian forces yesterday of continuing to violate the cease-fire in West Pakistan. It said three Indian soldiers were killed in a border clash Jan. 20.

Pakistan also broke diplomatic relations with Czechoslovakia and Cyprus because of their recognition of Bangladesh. More than a dozen countries so far recognized the new nation.
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